Configuring WooCommerce Thesis Integrator Plugin
These directions assume that you already have Thesis 2 and WooCommerce already installed.
Step 1  Replace the Thesis 2.0 template file.
Note, at this time this step is only required for versions of Thesis below 2.1.
1. Unzip the plugin file on your computer. The plugin file is named
woocommerce_thesis_integrator.zip. This process will create a folder named
woocommerce_thesis_integrator  locate that folder
2. Locate the file named templates.php. It is located in the
woocommerce_thesis_integrator/thesis folder.
3. Using an FTP client or your host’s file manager (often cPanel) locate the file on your
website named templates.php. It is located in the
wpcontent/themes/thesis/lib/core/skin folder.
4. Using an FTP client or your host’s file manager delete the copy of templates.php on your
website and replace it with the one from your computer.
Step 2  Edit your Product template in the Thesis Skin Editor
1. Open your Product template in the Thesis Skin Editor. It is a child of the Single template.
If you don’t see it, click the plus sign (+) next to Single in the template list.
2. Locate The WP Loop box in the Product template
3. Drag the WP Loop box (with all of its content) out of the template and drop it in the
sidebar of available boxes.
4. Locate the “Singular Product Template” box in the sidebar of available boxes. It will be
dark grey in color.
5. Drag the Singular Product Template box into the box that previously contained the WP
Loop box
6. Save the Template
Step 3  Edit your Products Archive Template
1. Open your Products Archive template in the Thesis Skin Editor. It is a child of the
Archives template. If you don’t see it, click the plus sign (+) next to Archives in the
template list.
2. Locate The WP Loop box in the Products Archive template
3. Drag the WP Loop box (with all of its content) out of the template and drop it in the
sidebar of available boxes.
4. Locate the “Products Archive Template” box in the sidebar of available boxes. It will be
dark grey in color.
5. Drag the Products Archive Template box into the box that previously contained the WP
Loop box
6. Save the Template

Step 4  Edit the Product Category & Product Tag Templates
1. Follow the steps outlined for the Products Archive Template for both the Product
Category and Product Tag templates.
Step 5  Set the Body Class
1. On any template open the Box Options for the Body box. To open those options, hover
your cursor immediately to the right of the box title and click on the gear icon that
appears.
2. In the Body box options place a check in the “Use automaticallygenerated WordPress
body classes” check box.
3. It isn’t necessary to repeat this process for each template. Checking it in one template
checks it for all.
Step 6  Thesis Theme Integration Options
These steps are necessary when using the Thesis Classic Skin (or derivatives of it) however it
may not be needed if you are using another skin. Before following these steps check to see
what the pages look like. If they look good, then there is nothing to do here.
1. Open the WooCommerce Settings page.
2. Open the Integration tab
3. Select Thesis Theme Integration from the submenu
4. Place checkboxes as needed in the 3 integration options.
5. When using the Thesis Classic skin all boxes should be checked

